Located close to frontlines, families living in Hodeida are particularly vulnerable to the effects of conflict.

Objective

The project, officially referenced as the Cash Assistance for Safe Relocation of Households Affected by the Conflict in Hodeida project, enables frontline village households to relocate – safely and voluntarily. It is anticipated that up to 63,281 households will receive assistance and will be able to relocate.

Value

Not only does this intervention reduce danger to civilians in frontline areas; it also protects the right of every human being to freedom of movement and residence, as articulated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Activities

Specifically, the project provides families (identified by government) with one-time cash assistance equivalent to US$40, to enable their safe relocation. It works with government partners, financial institutions, and formal and informal security providers to accommodate transportation costs and facilitate movement to more secure areas.

View the official [project document](#).
Contact the project focal point: aleen.hamza@undp.org
Learn more about [UNDP Yemen](#).
Interact with UNDP Yemen on social media: